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Accessing existing
business data from the
World Wide Web

by C.-S. Peng
S.-K. Chen
J.-Y. Chung
A. Roy-Chowdhury
V. Srinivasan

The World Wide Web has experienced
phenomenal growth over the last few years.
Although, at its inception, Web technology was
primarily used to retrieve information stored in
static documents, important current uses of the
Web include retrieval of dynamically changing
information and the conducting of business
transactions. Such uses of the Web result in
access to dynamically changing data on or
through Web servers, usually stored in a
database. Huge volumes of business data exist
on mainframes and other mature platforms that
cannot be moved to client/server or workstation-
based platforms, due to cost or performance
issues. PrOViding Web access to these legacy
data, therefore, is of great commercial interest to
businesses. In this paper, we survey several
solutions that have been developed to access
existing business data through the Web. We
discuss t~e details of two solutions developed at
IBM: DB2 (DATABASE 2":) World Wide Web
Connection and Net.Data' . Each of these is a
pure middleware approach as opposed to
approaches that are integrated with either the
Web server or the database management
system, which accounts for their flexibility and
power.

Since the development of the firstgraphical World
Wide Web (or Web) browser for the Internet,

Web applications have become the most popular
method of information retrieval from the Internet.
The main advantages that Web application technol-
ogy offers over other methods of information re-
trieval from the Internet are its ease of use (via a
simple mouse point-and-click interface), the ability

to retrieve different kinds of data and documents (in-
cluding multimedia documents), and the ability to
organize related information via hyperlinks.

The first generation of Web protocols and applica-
tions only allowed the retrieval of static hypertext
files from a Web server. However, with the intro-
duction of the Common Gateway Interface (cor) 1

specification for dynamic execution of programs on
a Web server, the potential usefulness of the Web
was greatly increased. End users now can interact
with dynamic Web applications to access informa-
tion in databases or conduct searches, for example.
The most recent enhancement to the power of the
World Wide Web has been the introduction of
Java* *,2 a programming language that can be used
to develop completely portable Web applications.
Programs called "applets" written in Java can be
downloaded by a Web browser after connecting to
a Web server and can be used to extend browser or
server functionality in powerful ways.

Another use for Web technology is from the emerg-
ing intranet (corporate internet or internal internet).
The intranet allows a company to make its applica-
tions and information systems immediately available
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to all its officeson heterogenous client platforms as
long as they support Web browser technology. The
introduction of the "thin client" or "network com-
puter" 3 will likely hasten the move toward corpo-
rate intranets where powerful Web servers will be
used to distribute application software to thin cli-
ents as needed, which will result in lower costs due
to group collaboration, greater application sharing,
and less expensive clients.

Database management systems (DBMSs) and on-line
transaction processing (OLTP) applications are at the
heart of business processing and have been deployed
by enterprises for decades. Examples are IBM's DB2*
(DATABASE 2*) DBMS,4 CICS* 5 (Customer Informa-
tion Control System), and IMS* (Information Man-
agement System).6 These commercial systems meet
the customer's requirements for reliability, scalabil-
ity,security, interoperability, and performance. With
Web applications havingbecome the preferred mode
of on-line information retrieval, it is extremely im-
portant from a business perspective to integrate
DBMS and OLTP with the Web technology, thereby
allowingclients to conduct business through Web ap-
plications. From the point of view of the business
organization, enabling access to existingdata byWeb
applications is the wayto take advantage of the ubiq-
uitous Web environment without massively re-en-
gineering the database and application codes. The
benefit for users is to get consistent, reliable service
through a much more friendly interface.

In the following sections, we will show how to put
the pieces together to achieve the goal of accessing
existing business data from the World Wide Web.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion we givea brief introduction to the protocols used
on the World Wide Web and an overview of major
approaches to the Web enablement of existing bus-
iness data. Next we present IBM's approaches to ac-
cessing existing business data from the Web browser
by means of different gateways. Two Web gateways
for accessing DB2 data, DB2 World Wide Web
(DB2 www) Connection and Net.Data", are pre-
sented. Finally we report on some related work in
the industry and end with some conclusions.

Web enablement for enterprise computing

Since the Web client/server architecture playsan im-
portant role in the Web enablement for enterprise
computing, we first review the fundamentals of the
Web technology, then present the approaches to in-
tegrate it with DBMSs.
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Web fundamentals. The World Wide Web is sup-
ported primarily by three main standards: uniform
resource locator (URL), HyperText Transfer Proto-
col (HTTP),7 and HyperText Markup Language
(HTML)Y These standards are used by all Web
browsers and servers to provide a consistent mech-
anism for locating, retrieving, and displaying infor-
mation. Although none of the above-mentioned stan-
dards specifies or relies on a specific transport
mechanism, Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) is the transport mechanism used
for communications between Web clients and serv-
ers, largely due to its being the protocol of choice
for communication over the Internet. More recently,
a standard called Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 1

has been developed for interfacing dynamic appli-
cations to Web servers. In the remainder of this sec-
tion, we briefly describe each of these standards.

A URL is a simple addressing scheme that uniquely
identifies a document or file regardless of the pro-
tocol. It contains the accessing protocol name, the
server and the port to connect to, and the file path.
It may include the other specific information such
as an application or shell script name, and possibly
the input arguments. The URL can be used to spec-
ify not only the HTTP protocol but also a common
set of well-established protocols for the Internet such
as FileTransfer Protocol (FTP), Gopher, Telnet, Sim-
pleMail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Network News
Transfer Protocol (NNTP), Wide Area Information
Service (WAIS), etc. All of the services are built on
top of the client/server communication model, be-
tween browsers and servers.The Web browser breaks
down each URL link request into its constituent com-
ponents and uses the protocol section to determine
how to proceed.

HTTP 7 defines interactions between the client
browser and the HTTP server. It is a flexible, appli-
cation-level communication protocol that is used to
transfer data of various types (as specified by the
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions, or MIME for-
mat) from Web server to browser. It is a stateless
protocol in which each connection is established for
the purposes of retrieving exactlyone object, for ex-
ample an HTML page or a Graphics Interchange For-
mat (GIF) file.

HTML 8 is derived from the Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML) that defines areas of tex-
tual information by tagging them with specific for-
matting information. Tags are defined functionally
rather than visually.Each browser can interpret the
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Figure 1 Common Gateway Interface (CGI) interaction

tags according to itsconfiguration settings, supported
fonts, and windowing environment. HTML also pro-
vides the ability to create hypertext links between
documents and within a document.

The cm standard enables applications to return data
to browsers via the Web server. Web servers imple-
menting the cm protocol typically treat files in cer-
tain directories on the server machine as executable
programs rather than documents. Such directories
are specified in the configuration file of the Web
server. When a client sends a request to the Web
server, the parsing of the URL by the Web server en-
ables it to determine if the file to be retrieved is to
be treated as an executable program. The URL can
contain extra information to be passed to the cor
application. The Web server puts information about
the server, browser, and the URL into a predefined
set of environment variables and invokes the cor ap-
plication. For certain types of requests, the Web
server can pass information to the cor application
using standard input or argument lists. The cor ap-
plication can then retrieve this information and cus-
tomize its processing based on the information. Af-
ter it is done processing, the CGI application writes
a full or partial header, followed by other output, to
its standard output area. The Web server completes
the header, if it needs to, and passes the data writ-
ten by the cor application back to the browser. The
cor mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1.

cor programs are external to the server and they can
be implemented in a variety of languages, as long as

IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 1, 1998
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they conform to the CGI specifications.C, C++, Java,
Perl, tu/n, JavaScript**, C shell, Bourne Shell,
4GL, etc., are some of the popular languages that
have been used to write cor applications.

Web enablement for legacy data. The basic idea in
placing existing business data on the Internet using
Web technology is to utilize the Web server and ap-
plications invoked by the Web server as the middle
tier in a three-tier client/server architecture (see Fig-
ure 2). The middle tier is then responsible for ac-
cepting the requests for database access initiated at
Web browsers, initiating proper database transac-
tions on the DBMS, collecting the results from the
transactions, and returning them to users through
the Web server. The firewall (as shown in the fig-
ure) serves as the security protection to prevent un-
authorized access from the Internet.

The first approach is to modify the Web server di-
rectly. All the major Web server vendors have de-
veloped servers that directly support DBMSs on
certain platforms. Examples are Microsoft Corpo-
ration's" Internet Information Server (IIS**) and
Netscape Communications Corporation's 11 LiveWire
Pro **that support Microsoft's SQL Server** and In-
formixSoftware Inc.'s 12 Online SQL database, respec-
tively. Proprietary application programming inter-
faces (APIs) that can be used to perform specific
database operations have also been developed for
popular Web servers. Examples of such interfaces
are ISAPI** for Microsoft and NSAPI** for Netscape.
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Figure2 Three-tier architecture

The second approach that major DBMS vendors are
trying to provide involvesWeb connectivity enhance-
ment for their own DBMS. DBMS programmers can
then easily build cor applications to access the da-
tabase and handle HTML-based management by us-
ing the enhancements provided to the native lan-
guage of the DBMS. R:WEB* *from Microrim, Inc. and
Illustra's Web DataBlade** (acquired by Informix)
are examples of this approach. Microsoft's Ac-
tiveX** and Java languages from Sun Microsystems
have also been recently enhanced to support data-
base access.

The third approach is pure middleware. Vendors and
third-party companies implement the middleware to
seamlessly and transparently deliver the data and
messages between the Web server and applications
or DBMS without modifying either. Information
Builders' Enterprise Data Access (EDA**) and
IBM's DB2 World Wide Web Connection and
Net.Data are examples of such products.

Detailed descriptionsof IBM's middleware solutionswill
be presented in the next section, followed by brief de-
scriptions of competing products from other vendors.

IBM's solutions for Web access to legacy
data

In this section, we introduce some of IBM's Web-to-
database gateway implementations. We first discuss
DB2 World Wide Web (DB2 www) Connection, 13
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which enables quick and easy connection of appli-
cations that access relational DBMS (DB2) data stored
on the Web. We next discuss Net.Data,14 a succes-
sor to DB2 WWW Connection that provides greater
functionality and performance than its predecessor.

DB2 WWW Connection. DB2 WWW Connection 13 is
a middleware solution to the problem of accessing
existing business data, in this case DB2 data, from
the World Wide Web on mainframes running Mul-
tiple Virtual Storage (MVS*). It has been imple-
mented as a single cor application for accessing DB2.
Since it is a cor application, DB2 WWW Connection
can be invoked in the usual manner by specifying the
URL appropriately.

Key to application development using DB2 WWW
Connection is the notion of a macro file. Macro files
are written by application developers and are the
mechanism for conveying information to DB2 WWW
Connection about gathering user input, queries to
be executed, and the manner in which results are to
be formatted. Macro files primarily consist of three
sections: HTML_INPUT, SQL, and HTML_REPORT.

A flexible variable substitution mechanism has been
designed to provide cross-language variable substi-
tution between HTML input and SQL query strings,
as well as between SQL result rows and HTML out-
put. Variables can be defined either through the URL
or in the macro file, and can be used in any of the
sections in the macro file.

IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 1, 1998



Figure 3 DB2 WWW Connection system overview

Since most of the contents of a macro file consist of
either standard HTML for formatting purposes, or
standard SQL for describing the kind of query to be
executed against the database, it is possible to use
graphical user interface-, or GUI-based tools, for cre-
ating large portions of the macro file. Also, Lotus
Approach** has recently been extended to directly
allow creation of macro files using a GUI front end.
While some of these tools are not supported on some
popular platforms for business processing, for exam-
ple MVS, we can use the tools to create macro files
on other platforms and then move them over to MVS.
Figure 3 shows both the application and run-time
environments for DB2 WWW Connection. Figure 4 is
an example of a macro file. It accepts the user's se-
lections, queries the databases, and reports the
search results. There are two SQL sections (starting
at lines 12 and 19). The HTML_INPUTsection and the
HTML_REPORT section start at line 26 and line 69,
respectively. Note that the line number label is only
for the purpose of demonstration.

In order to more clearly describe the functioning of
DB2 WWW Connection, we go through the flow of a
user's interaction with DB2 WWW Connection at run
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time. Figure 5 illustrates the interactions. The user
invokes DB2 WWW Connection by specifying a URL.
The URL also carries information about the macro
file to be processed and the mode in which it is to
be processed. The URL is tied to a hyperlink in an
HTML page displayed by the Web browser. When the
user clicks (a mouse, for example) on the link, the
browser uses the information in the URL to make an
HTTPrequesttothe Web server. The Web server in-
vokes DB2 WWW Connection in response to the re-
quest and passes it information about the macro file
and the mode in which it is to be processed. Typ-
ically, the mode specified is "input," which results
in the HTML_INPUT section being processed in the
macro file. Usually, this results in a form being ex-
tracted out of the HTML_INPUT section and being
written to standard output. The form is then picked
up by the Web server and sent back to the Web
browser, which displays it to the user. Typically, the
action associated with the form (specified as part of
the form) is for DB2 WWW Connection to be invoked
on the same macro file in "report" mode. When the
user fills out the form and submits it, the Web
browser checks the action specified in the form and
sends an HTTPrequestback to the Web server. The
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Figure 4 An example of a macro file (082 WWW Connection)

user's choices and entries in the form are encoded
as part of the URL, as are the name of the macro file
and the mode in which it is to be processed (recall
that this is usually "report" at this stage). The Web
server invokes DB2 WWW Connection and passes it
the extra information in the URL (name of the macro
file, mode, and user input). The user input is used
to specify variable bindings and overrides any def-
initions of the same variable in the macro file. When
a macro file is processed in report mode, it results
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in the HTML_REPORT section being parsed by
DB2 WWW Connection. Usually, in the HTML_REPORT
section, there are references to one or more SQL sec-
tions. These are processed bythe DB2 pluggable com-
ponents or backend, whichisa part of DB2 WWW Con-
nection, and may result in a table being retrieved.
A page consisting of the HTML statements in the
HTML_REPORT and SQL sections as well as the for-
matted output of executing the SQL statements is
written to standard output by DB2 WWW Connection,

IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 1, 1998



and is sent back to the Web browser by the Web
server, which then displays the results to the user.
Note that the process need not stop here, since it is
possible to provide links to process other macro files
in the results generated. Figure 5 shows the run-time
interactions between the end user and DB2 WWW
Connection. Figures 6 and 7 show the browser out-
put resulting from processing the macro file of Fig-
ure 4 in input and report mode, respectively. More
details about the DB2 WWW Connection variable sub-

IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 37, NO 1, 1998

stitution scheme and macro file syntax can be found
in References 13 and 15.

The main advantages in using macro files to estab-
lish connection between the Web server and data-
bases are:

1. No significant coding effort or programming logic
is necessary to build new applications.

2. The creator of the macro can use the full power

PENG ET AL. 121



Figure 5 DB2 WWW Connection run time

of the newest HTML version and SQL to develop
macros.

3. Macros are easily portable to multiple server plat-
forms since they are basically platform-indepen-
dent. DB2 WWW Connection is an available prod-
uct on all IBM and several popular non-IBM
platforms. The product was used to create an on-
line ticket sales application for the 1996 Olym-
pics in Atlanta, Georgia, and is being used in sev-
eral diverse Web applications involving database
access, such as a "Yellow Pages" directory search,
guest book sign-ups, travel information and res-
ervations, campus directory service, job search
services, and many others.

Net.Data. In this section, we discuss Net.Data, a suc-
cessor to DB2 WWW Connection that greatly improves
on both the functionality and performance of its pre-
decessor. The basic structure of DB2 WWW Connec-
tion has been retained in Net.Data. The three ma-
jor improvements are greatly expanded macro
language features, support for multiple language
environment backends apart from the DB2 backend,
and performance improvements. Herein, the back-
ends refer to pluggable components that are useful
in database access, data manipulation, and table for-
matting. The front ends, on the other hand, denote
the pre-process procedures whose primary functions
include receiving requests from the Web servers,
parsing the input and query strings, and invoking the

122 PENG ET AL

suitable language backends. Figure 8 gives an over-
view of Net.Data. In the remainder of this section,
we examine each of the three improvements in
turn, and define some of the terminology used in
Figure 8.

Several new enhancements have been made to the
macro file syntax to aid in easier development and
organization of macro files and also to allow for more
flexible run-time processing. Macro files can now in-
clude other files, much in the same manner as the
#include statement in some programming languages.
Moreover, a new language feature allows files to be
retrieved from Web servers and incorporated into
the macro file at run time. Apart from the earlier
HTML_INPUT, HTML_REPORT, and sor.secnons that
were supported by DB2 WWW Connection, macro file
sections can now have names. The mode field, which
is obtained from the URL, now can be used to spec-
ifya named macro section rather than just input and
report sections. Also, a language feature has been
provided to perform conditional execution of macro
sections. This feature can be utilized to selectively
execute certain sections at run time depending on
user input. Details of the expanded macro language
features and syntax may be found in the Net.Data
reference and programming guides, which are down-
loadable from the Net.Data World Wide Web In-
ternet site. 14
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Figure 6 Application input form

!~Ft1 DB2 World Wide Web Connection

oS>~005 \&M corpor"'t<on

Celdial Customer Order Query
Enter your user 10 to query your company's orders. You will see the following:

• a breakdown of all parts ordered,
• a subtotal by order number

Select information needed from the list, enter your user 10, and submit the query.

What information do you want?

You must input a valid user 10. The following user IDs are valid for this demo: meridIan,supersoft,
or handy.

USERID

Show SQL statement on output? <> Yes • No

IISubmit queryllResetl

[ IBM home page IOrder I Search IContact IBM I Help IfSJ.1aM)]
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Figure7 Applicationreport form
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Figure8 Net.Data overview

WEB SERVER ADDRESS SPACE
Dt..L

MACRO
FILES

WEB
SERVER

::.. :.:.,

LANGUAGE ENVlRONMElilT·EjACKE/IICi$

DLL '"DYNAMIC UNK UBRARY
ODBC '" OPENDAT.l'J3A$E CONNEC11VlTY

REXX, PERL", INTERPRETED LANGUAGES
WStIPI '" WEBSeR'JER APt

An important new feature that improves both the
flexibility and performance of Net.Data is support
for DB2 Stored Procedures. 16 Stored procedures are
user-written programs that are stored at the DB2
server and can be invoked by client applications.
They can be used to combine business logic and da-
tabase access into a single procedure stored at the
server. Stored procedures provide the advantage of
application reuse, much in the same manner as li-
brary routines and performance improvements, es-
pecially in the situations where the client has to ac-
cess a database at a remote location. Figure 9 gives
an overview of processing with and without stored
procedures.

cutable programs must be invoked externally, and
can be written in high-level languages, such as C and
C+ +. The File backend, identified byDTW_FILE, al-
lows the creation, deletion, and insertion of plain text
files. Net.Data also defines many default C functions
that can perform string manipulations, table format-
ting, and simple mathematics. These default func-
tions have been provided to make the task of the
Net.Data application developer easier. Figure 10
shows a Net.Data macro file that uses the same
HTML_INPUT section as in Figure 4, but invokes ad-
ditional REXX procedures to format the result tables
in the HTML_REPORTsection. The new report screen
is shown in Figure 11.

Net.Data provides pluggable dynamic link libraries
(DLL) for several language backend APIs. Inside
the macro files, DTW_REXX, DTW]ERL, and
DTW SYSTEM define functions written in lBM's REXX
(Restructured EXtended eXecutor) and Larry Wall's
Perl (Practical Extraction and Report Language) in-
terpreted languages, and compiled executable pro-
grams. REXX and Perl programs can be included ei-
ther in line, or placed in external files that are invoked
by %EXEC within the functions. The compiled exe-

All of the backend APIs include an externally export-
able function, execute( ), which can parse input var-
iables and values, invoke language interpreters
(REXX and Perl) or shell commands (SYSTEM) to ex-
ecute the individual language functions, and retrieve
output variables and values. In general, input var-
iables and values are passed into language functions
by setting environment variables, while output var-
iables and values are returned via named pipes or
external files.
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Figure 9 Processingwith and without stored procedures

Major performance improvements in Net.Data have
been achieved in two ways.The first is the introduc-
tion of a module called the connection manager. 17

A significant portion of the time spent in the DB2
backend in DB2 WWW Connection was due to the
opening and closing of the connection to DB2. The
connection manager is a long-running background
process (i.e., daemon) that can be used to start up
several processes, called cliettes, when it starts up.
Cliettes continue running until the connection man-
ager shuts down. The DB2 backend for Net.Data has
been re-implemented as a cliette. DB2 cliettes open
a connection to DB2 once they are started up. The
connection remains open as long as the DB2 cliette
is running. The original DB2 backend has been re-
placed by a stub routine. When an SQL statement
needs to be processed by the DB2 backend, the
Net.Data front end passes the request on to the DB2
stub. The stub routine obtains the address of a free
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DB2 cliette from the connection manager and passes
on the request to the cliette, which then prepares
the SQL, passes the request on to DB2 (reusing the
already open connection), and passes the response
back to the stub. The communication between con-
nection manager, cliette, and stub is done through
sockets, the standard Berkeley UNIX ** end points of
communications.

The second major performance improvement in
Net.Data has been achieved by implementing the
front end as a dynamic link library (DLL) that can
be invoked via a Web server specific API. Supported
APIs for the MVS platform are the IBM Internet Con-
nection Secure Server's (ICSS) ICAPI and Netscape
Server's NSAPI, although Microsoft's Internet Infor-
mation Server's ISAPI is also supported on some other
platforms. With the implementation of the front end
as a DLL, multiple requests to Net.Data do not re-
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sult in the spawning of separate address spaces to
service each request. Instead, threads are created in
the same address space on a per-request basis, with
consequent performance improvements.

Net.Data is a generally available product on all IBM
platforms, including MVS. Net.Data is being used by
several customers to provide Web applications that
involve database search. Airline reservations, library
search, patent search, and news services are some
of the business applications that have been devel-
oped around Net.Data. Some customers using
Net.Data are Japan Airlines, The Boeing Company,
Chrysler Corporation, and the Volvo Group. Some
news items about how customers are actually using
Net.Data may be retrieved from the Net.Data home
page. 14 An example of Net.Data's use in corporate
intranets is provided in the article "Boeing Gives
Web Users First Class Access to DB2 Databases." 18

The DB2 Technical Services Organization had been
providing timely, up-to-date information on DB2 an-
nouncements and product tips, upcoming training
sessions, and many other related topics, through a
news application that enabled users to access news
items residing in DB2 databases. The original appli-
cation was developed using Interactive System Pro-
ductivity Facility (ISPF), an IBM software package that
runs on IBM mainframes and thus requires a 3270-
like terminal attached to the mainframe to be used.
The application was rewritten using Net.Data, which
proved an excellent means of marrying the intuitive
and convenient browser interface with the vast data
resources in their DB2 records. Users can now ac-
cess the same information much more conveniently
from any client platform that supports a browser.

Related work

In this section, we review solutions provided by in-
dustry vendors. The products discussed here may be-
long to one or two of the different categories we de-
scribed earlier-Web server enhancements for DBMS
support, Web-enabled DBMS, and pure middleware.

One of the popular commercial DBMS vendors, Or-
acle Corporation, 19 supplies Web connectivity with
WebServer** 2.1. Oracle's WebServer contains a
Web Request Broker (WRB), a high-performance
multithreaded, multiprocess HTIP server; a Web-
Server SDK (Software Development Kit), delivering
seamless integration with the Oracle7 database;
and WebServer Management Tools, supporting
HTML-based server management. The WebServer
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SDK fully encapsulates the WRB API and supports
Java, PL/SQL*", LiveHTML*", and C++.

Sybase, Inc. 20 Enterprise CONNECT* * middleware
family enables corporations to provide an "any-to-
any" computing relationship in today's complex com-
puting environment. Directcoreezcr"*provides the
fundamental middleware building block to non-Sy-
base data. Mainframe APIs support linkage with ap-
plications on the mainframe (CICS, IMS Transaction
Manager, MVS, and VSE); OmniCONNECT** offers
users transparent read/write access to data across
many heterogenous data sources. Web.sql** allows
Web applications to dynamically link into corporate
information systems to extend business functions.
Web.sql also offers database gateway for DB2 with
IBM Distributed Relational Database Architecture
(DRDA") communications protocol.

Informix's 12 INFORMIx-UniversalServer" * is an en-
terprise-capable and fullyextensible relational DBMS,
based on its core parallel database technology, Dy-
namic Scalable Architecture (DSA). Web connectivity
can be achieved by using CGI interface kits.

The EDA** (Enterprise Data Access) middleware;"
introduced by Information Builders Inc. in 1991,was
conceived upon the concept that information deliv-
ery is most efficient when the user is shielded from
the complexities of data file structures and commu-
nications networks. It provides cost-effective data in-
tegration solutions for on-line transaction process-
ing (OLTP), data warehousing, and decision support
systems.

Shadow Direct?" from NEON System, Inc. 22 is an
oLTP-oriented solution for DB2 access, including fea-
tures like optimized ODBC** catalogs, dynamic-to-
static SQL conversion, and data stream compression.
The Shadow Direct allows popular onsc-compiianr
desktop applications to run seamlessly and transpar-
entlywith data retrieved from enterprise DB2 tables,
IMS message queues and databases, existing CICS
transactions, Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)
files, and other data sources.

HeatShield** is XDB Systems" approach to access
databases from the Web. Connection between the
Web user and the database can be established by us-
ing ODBc-enabled connection agents. Optimized ac-
cess to DB2 can be achieved by ODBC static bind and
catalog caching at run time. XDB also provides Java
Enterprise Tools (JET) including JETConnect* *, a
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Figure 10 An example of a macro file (Net.Data)

DBMs-independent solution for database access from
Java applications.

WebObjects** from NeXT Software, Inc. (acquired
by Apple Computer, Inc. 24

) is a development envi-
ronment that allows programmers to create connec-
tivity directly between the Web and almost any rela-
tional and nonrelational DBMS.
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Microrim, Inc. 25 developed a product called R:WEB
1.0 that works with its own desktop relational da-
tabase system R:BASE** 5.5. Based on the support
for local area network (LAN) and SQL from RBASE,
RWEB adds the functionality to convert R:BASE forms
into HTML forms that interact with RBASE database
and ODBC data sources. Similarly, RWEB also con-
verts query results into HTML pages.
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Microsoft's 10 Internet Information Server (ns) sup-
ports Microsoft's SQL Server and conforms to the
ODBC standard. Microsoft also ships its own propri-
etary API (ISAPI) to let developers extend the server
functionality for Web connectivity. In addition, Mi-
crosoft's SNA Server** provides a reliable and flex-
ible platform for rc-to-host connectivity using ad-
vanced client/server architecture. The SNA servers
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can connect to the mainframe and IBM AS/400* sys-
tems using Systems Network Architecture (SNA) pro-
tocols.

Netscape's " Enterprise Server** 3.0 is a Web-en-
abled approach to DBMS connection. JavaScripts run-
ning on Enterprise Server 3.0 can transparently
access any relational database system, including
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Figure 11 Application report form (Net.Data)
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CNlngres, Informix, Microsoft, Oracle, and Sybase
databases. ODBC support is included as well.
Netscape provides a lower-level Server API (NSAPI)
to allow seamless integration of user-specified func-
tions into the Netscape Enterprise Server. Currently,
they are working with other vendors to define a cross-
platform standard server interface using Java and
JavaScript as well as cross-platform database acces-
sibility using JOBC (Java Database Connectivity)
technology.

Conclusions

Adding Web-based access to existing information
technology structure is a cost-effective solution to en-
hance the efficiency and productivity of an organi-
zation. In this paper, we have discussed the funda-
mentals and application architecture to make existing
business data ready for the Web. We have introduced
IBM's novel middleware solutions for Web access to
DB2 data, DB2 World Wide Web Connection, and
N et.Data. Other industry solutions to the same prob-
lem on different platforms have also been surveyed.
Unlike IBM's pure middleware approach, many of
these solutions involve enhancements to the Web
server or the DBMS.

Future directions for Net.Data include increasing the
number of IBM-provided pluggable DLL backends
(backends for executing Java applications on the
server and for serving Java applets to the client are
already provided on many platforms), providing an
open API for loading and executing new backends,
thus enabling the customers to plug in their own
backends to Net.Data.

*Trademark or registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.

**Trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems,Inc.,
Microsoft Corporation, Netscape Communications Corporation,
Microrim,Inc., InformixSoftware,Inc., Information BuildersInc.,
Lotus Development Corp., X/Open Co., Ltd., Oracle Corpora-
tion, Sybase, Inc., NEON System, Inc., XDB Systems, Inc., or
NeXT Software, Inc.
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